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Through June and July 2021, we ran five broker roundtable events 
with five different groups of brokers operating in different UK regions 
and different ways:

• Schemes brokers

• Commercial brokers - Central & South West

• Commercial brokers - London & South East

• Commercial brokers - Northern

• Private Client brokers 

We asked the same question to each group participating  
in the roundtables:

What does it mean to be a specialist?

Simultaneously, we also surveyed a further 200  
specialist brokers nationwide, drilling down into the  
meaning and value of specialism. 

This white paper examines the findings of the roundtables  
and our research. It then places both in the context of  
operational business considerations and today’s market. 

The research found a clear commercial imperative  
for specialising. While sector knowledge was the  
main criteria for becoming a specialist (73%),  
the desire for market differentiation (53%)  
and maximising revenue (50%) also emerged  
as key drivers - particularly among bigger  
national brokers.

FWD Research, research fieldwork period April and  
May 2021, sample: 200 brokers 
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Where do you fit in our  
spectrum of specialism?

The specialist personalities we’ve 
identified are a direct and organic 

product of rich comment drawn 
from over five hours of lively 
discussions with a balanced 

cross-section of our roundtable 
participants. That’s over 30 

senior executives from as many 
nationwide brokerages.

Executive Summary



The varying shape of specialism

What the research makes clear is that where clients value expert 
knowledge and advice, becoming a specialist - or operating a 
specialist subset of skills - gives brokers a distinct edge over their 
rivals. Why? Because such brokers have a better understanding  
of the risks facing clients and the covers they require.

However, the virtual roundtables further revealed that ‘specialism’ 
means different things to different brokers. Importantly, we were 
able to identify four specialist personas as a result:

The Pure Specialist: defined by an exclusivity of sector focus  
(for instance, property) or product focus (for instance, schemes). 

•    It’s the simplest of the four personas, founded in a purity  
of commercial operation that has developed by design  
- and sometimes by accident - over time. 

 The Intentional Hybrid: blends one or more specialist skillsets  
with general commercial insurance capabilities. 

•  Often driven by the deliberate and organic development  
of specialist in-house skills that have grown in tandem  
with existing general commercial services. 

•  Typically inspired by the experience, interest and momentum  
of a given set of people within the organisation.

The Connected General Practitioner: much like a GP accesses 
specialist medical support and advice, this persona has a general 
commercial focus that’s proactively sensitive to specialist client 
needs, on-demand. 

•  Intentionally connected with go-to specialist underwriters  
(or advisors) who are able to satisfy niche requirements.

The Organic Generalist: this persona is the general  
commercial broker that may develop a minor specialist  
capability, based on ad hoc opportunity.

•  May not have a specialist ability currently, but would certainly 
consider pursuing it based on a justifiable business case.
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The pandemic as a redefining event

What also became clear from the 
roundtables is that the pandemic has given 
brokers - of all specialist shades - the extra 
time to get closer to clients. This opportunity 
for greater understanding has enabled 
brokers to focus on their markets, define 
their business identities and drive new 
conversations with clients and underwriters 
alike. It has also given brokers the chance 
to finesse and adapt their brands and 
positioning in the context of a changed 
insurance market. 

Empirical observation and real-world  
data have never been more important  
than now. Our roundtable conversations 
and broker polling combine to indicate that 
levels of specialism - and the appetite for  
it - are on the rise and often driven by  
a broker’s own corporate hinterland,  
culture and future ambitions.

The over-arching quality of the true 
specialist broker is depth. It makes  
for authenticity and sector (or product-
specific expertise) that’s embedded within  
an organisation’s DNA, not just with 
individuals working there.

Let’s start unpicking the shape and traits  
of specialism, how it relates to business 
operation - and the success factors  
and opportunities that go with it.

 



Whether sector or product-led, the pure specialist broker has  
a profound depth of niche knowledge. This may have spun out  
of a strategic idea, a specific entrepreneurial opportunity or simply 
the desire to get closer to a business-critical, core set of clients. 

It has immersion and presence within its specialist area of operation, 
building proactive partnerships with clients that are based on 
empathy and shared interest. This approach drives a set of common 
persona traits that are culturally and operationally embedded:

  Authentic:   maintains a commercial commitment to the specialism, 
from individual broker right through to the boardroom.

  Adjacent:   appreciates that a focused approach follows the  
rule of ‘one gets two’: winning one client in a specialist 
area will always attract another. This applies to 
solutions like schemes, expertise in a discrete sector 
like holiday properties or a client grouping like High 
Net Worth clients.

 Disruptive:   continuously mines and analyses client, sector  
or product data. The pure specialist interprets then 
applies this data to identify the right prospects, upsets 
the accepted general commercial norms and identifies 
superior risk management approaches.

Empathetic:   always sees the world through the client’s eyes to 
maximise ‘stickiness’ and longevity while minimising 
churn at renewal time.

Observant:   proactive and continuously analysing competing 
general commercial propositions, searching for  
gaps that add niche value when filled.

Visible:   where personal relationships infuse a given specialist 
business community - spanning influencers, trade 
bodies and events. The pure specialist operates visibly 
and vocally in the real-world of its client base,  
not just to the limits of the internet.

Committed:   mentoring and out-of-hours coaching is a reality 
where the passion of the pure specialist drives client 
engagement and supports going the extra mile.
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The Pure 
Specialist

Operational profile 

Client engagement 
Always sees the world through  
the client’s eyes

Positioning 
Clear, compelling selling points that  
are carefully targeted

Price & value 
Emphasis on value; willing to  
walk away from business that’s  
solely price-led 

Recruitment 
Emphasis on specialist training, 
development and people retention

Regulatory oversight 
Specialist knowledge reduces  
PI and D&O risk

Revenue & sustainability 
Focus on superior service to underpin 
profitability and offset unpredictability

Risk 
Targets lowest risk business, squeezing 
competitors into higher risk areas

Technology 
Innovates with technology through  
the supply chain to the client
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This broker persona blends specialist practice and general 
commercial deliberately. It’s balanced to spread risk, maximises  
the opportunities for diversification, plus optimises revenue 
generation, growth and profit potential.

Unsurprisingly, the intentional hybrid shares several common traits 
with the pure specialist - such as authenticity, observation, visibility, 
commitment and gap analysis. However, it also has the established 
desire for scalability and flexibility that comes with general 
commercial operation. Additional traits include: 

Awareness:   uses corporate hinterland to drive  
business strategy.

Empathetic:   it’s not only about understanding the immediate 
areas of client pain but also about scanning 
their horizons too. This includes engaging in 
non-insurance business conversations such 
as employment, tax, data protection or cyber 
considerations.

Communicative:  develops client conversations that lead to an 
insurance solution, not simply leading with a 
solution and trusting it to gain traction.

Collegiate:   concentrates on finding the right specialist 
underwriter partner to offer support, establish 
credibility and add client value in specialist niches.

Scalable:   recognises the potential growth limitations of pure 
specialism so will typically protect and isolate such 
in-house operations to maintain wider reach into 
general commercial operations.

Speculative:   even a small specialist market share means 
significant potential revenue and less effort  
spent on market defence.

Tri-lateralist:   underwriter choice and reputation (particularly in 
CSR) is an important component of the value-added 
insurance sale between broker and client.
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The Intentional 
Hybrid

Operational profile 

Client engagement 
Senior level conversations about wider 
business issues as well as insurance

Positioning 
Seeks key partner status - being like 
the client’s lawyer or accountant

Price 
Always explaining value Vs price  
and the cover benefits accrued

Recruitment 
Attracts expertise based on the given 
specialist needs of the business

Revenue & sustainability 
Focus on superior service to 
underpin profitability and mitigate 
unpredictability

Risk 
Balanced approach offsets weaknesses 
of the general commercial approach

Technology 
Leverage existing technology skills  
to make life easier for the client
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The Connected General Practitioner (GP) persona offers specialist 
capability through embedded external relationships accessible 
on-demand. They are happy to service or develop specialist 
opportunities as they appear - even seek them out - based  
on a given commercial opening.

Connected GPs are also tri-lateralists who see the value in the  
right underwriter relationships and networks. They understand  
the importance of specialist capability - but this does not necessarily 
guide strategic business direction or planning. Specialist responses 
may be down to the passions or interests of a given individual  
(or in-house group) and they are largely autonomous in driving  
their own destinies. Additional traits include:

Adaptable:   sometimes clients just want a broker who 
genuinely cares about their business, sometimes 
they want specialist skills.  

Flexible:   an underwriter with specialist knowledge enhances 
credibility and makes life a lot easier for everyone 
- so develops and maintains the right relationships, 
deploying them as required. 

Cautious:   checks what developing a specialism -  
or specialist response - may mean for the bottom 
line first. Judges specialist business opportunities 
on their merits.

Risk-aware:   a flexible, general commercial-led approach  
keeps options open and spreads risk.

Choosy:   recognises that specialist offerings are attractive  
if the opportunity is in an on-trend area (for 
instance, renewable energy or technologies).
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The Connected 
General 
Practitioner

Operational profile 

Client engagement 
Trust-based, two-way and  
partnership-led

Positioning 
The scope of a generalist backed by  
the right downstream relationships

Price 
Explains the power of value  
but understands the utility of  
price-led offerings

Recruitment 
Views specialism as potentially career-
limiting where training is expensive

Revenue & sustainability 
Willing to buy-in specialist skills or 
knowledge based on given potential

Risk 
Generalist spread judging each 
specialist opportunity based on merit

Technology 
Recognises that there are things  
that digital click and cover cannot do
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This type of persona is general commercial-led across the  
business. It’s a loose variant of the Connected GP, operating  
specialist responses passively and ad-hoc rather than  
proactively and on-demand.

Making significant use of recommendation and word of mouth, 
organic generalists don’t actively target niche sector groups  
or specialist products. They regard specialism as being part  
and parcel of being a broker - the entity that adds fundamental  
value to underwriter protection.

Like all the other personas, organic generalists have a firm belief  
in developing reciprocal trust and visibility in the client’s environment. 
They have a broad book of general commercial clients in a wide 
range of areas. The approach to specialist clients is ad hoc in nature, 
judged on merit with teams or solutions built or bought-in based  
on the business case. Additional traits include:

Circumspect:   views specialist in-house capabilities as a potential 
barrier to growth in general lines insurance.

Selective:   will build specialist offerings and find the expertise 
based on the type of opportunity.

Relaxed:   happy to become an accidental specialist,  
again based on the business case.

Confident:   believes that knowledge sits with the broker  
that can be augmented if specialist  
circumstances dictate.

Pragmatic:   broadly believes that it is easier to train in insurance 
as a general discipline that train in specialist 
insurance - if you need it, bolt it on; don’t try  
and build it in.
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The Organic 
Generalist

Operational profile 

Client engagement 
The broker as innate specialist and 
primary source of insurance expertise

Positioning 
Trusted generalist with ad- 
hoc specialist ability, defined by  
given opportunities

Price 
Understands value and applies 
specialist pricing as required

Recruitment 
Will bolt on specialist skills based  
on need

Regulatory oversight 
Thin specialist knowledge increases  
PI and D&O risk

Revenue & sustainability 
General commercial focus with 
specialist revenue based on 
opportunity cost

Risk 
Generalist spread judging each 
specialist opportunity based on merit

Technology 
Leverages technology but  
not competing with online-only  
click and cover
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Reductions in client cover

Specialist-led brokers understand intimately what cover each  
client requires and will ensure that it’s available. 

•  For instance, in areas hard hit like hospitality and entertainment,  
it makes sense to dial-back public liability cover when venues  
and operators have seen a significant drop in footfall.

•  On the other hand, generalist-led brokers might pull-back on 
extensions for clients who have suffered compromised cashflow, 
because they’re seen as a luxury in a hard market.

Value Vs Price

Equally, some sectors have enjoyed stellar performance  
during the pandemic - such as online retail, supermarkets, 
technology providers, pharmacies and home improvement.  
It’s clear that such businesses have been willing to absorb  
premium increases. In such circumstances, the performance  
nature of specialist cover - superior wordings and bespoke terms  
- can dilute the pain of increased premiums.

The appreciation of specialist advice and the ability to  
provide specialist solutions, in whatever form, has meant  
client conversations have become significantly more nuanced  
and tailored to precise circumstances.
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Pandemic 
observations

There is always a part of the market  
that sees insurance as a ‘grudge’ purchase 
rather than as a flexible, risk-mitigating 
necessity. This cohort will always be price-
driven and brand agnostic. Where price is 
the final, perhaps only arbiter, the value-
added skills of the specialist broker will 
rarely, if ever, cut through.

In some ways, the pandemic has  
been a blessing in disguise for specialists.  
It has given brokers more time to connect 
with clients, albeit virtually. This has  
allowed specialist brokers to get to know 
their clients better and demonstrate their 
value in offering bespoke solutions. The 
question for all variants of specialist broker 
is how they replicate that intensity once  
we return to a more normal way of life.

No roundtable would be complete without a further examination  of how things have changed 
since early 2020 - notably an increasingly hard market that has seen premiums rise. 



Let’s dip back into the research for a moment. Almost nine  
out of ten brokers surveyed agreed that being a specialist gives  
them a competitive advantage over other brokers, with 84%  
saying being a specialist makes them more profitable.

Nine out of ten also agreed being a specialist means they  
have a stronger relationship with their clients:

•  88% agreed that specialism makes their business  
more attractive to investors.

•  86% believed specialist capabilities provides  
better development opportunities for their people.

•  84% believed they were more likely to place their  
business with a specialist underwriter than a general one.

•  75% believed there is room for growth in specialist insurance.

The future’s bright …

At Ecclesiastical, we think we’ll see the trend towards specialism 
continue to accelerate as more brokers realise the benefits  
of operating as an expert within a niche market. 

What’s clear from our research and roundtable  
conversations with brokers is that specialism  
manifests itself in different ways: it’s a spectrum.  
There are pure specialists, focused on particular  
products and sectors, there are hybrids, who  
blend specialist skills with a general capability.  
Then there are more generalist brokers, who  
access specialist skills and knowledge  
on a more ad-hoc basis. 

 
FWD Research, research fieldwork period April  
and May 2021, sample: 200 brokers
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Conclusions:  
what are the common threads?

The common thread 
for all of them is 

authenticity: you 
have to be credible 

and that means 
taking specialism 

seriously, even if it’s 
only a minor part of 

your business model.

… the future’s specialist

Specialist brokers have to immerse 
themselves within their communities so they 
understand the issues facing their clients.  
If brokers can do that successfully and add 
value beyond insurance, then they will reap 
the commercial rewards. As a specialist 
insurer, we want to help brokers understand 
how they can harness the power of 
specialism that best meets their needs.



Discover more about what 
makes us a specialist insurer.
Take a look at our specialist sector insights. 
https://www.ecclesiastical.com/insights/ 
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Have you thought about becoming a specialist broker but 
don’t know where to start? If you’d like to explore becoming 
a specialist – talk to us about how our specialist sector 
knowledge and insight can help you take that next step.  


